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Simulated data of function f with low degree of spatial variability (j=3)
























Boxplots of log10(√(MSE)) for function f with low degree of spatial variability.
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Boxplots of log10(√(MSE)) for function f with high degree of spatial variability.
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Boxplots of log10(√(MSE)) for function f with low degree of spatial variability.







             Genetic Algorithm                   
40 knots                           80 knots      
          Bayesian P−Splines                









Boxplots of log10(√(MSE)) for function f with high degree of spatial variability.







           Genetic Algorithm               
40 knots                           80 knots
          Bayesian P−Splines               
40 knots                          80 knots 
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Boxplots of function f with low degree of spatial variability and global λ.








Degree (B−spline) = 2 Degree (B−spline) = 3 








Boxplots of function f with high degree of spatial variability and global λ.








Degree (B−spline) = 2 Degree (B−spline) = 3 
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Comparison between Improved arithmetical crossover− and Arithmetical crossover operator







Improved Arithmetical Crossover (IAC) Arithmetical Crossover 








Mean log10(√MSE) of hundert simulations of a dataset. Function f with







)) Arithmetical Crossover 
Improved Arithmetical Crossover (IAC) 
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